WANT TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS RIGHT OUTSIDE YOUR BEDROOM WINDOWS?
Now is the Time to Speak Up if You Care to Protect Your Living Environment!

California Bill SB.649 Will Lease Utility Poles and Lamp Posts To Wireless Companies at Cut Rates for New High Frequency Cellular Antennas, While Taking Away Local Government Control of Our Living Environment

STOP SB.649!
State Legislators Should Protect Citizens Interests NOT the Wireless Industry’s Reckless and Ill-Considered Growth Ambitions!

Facts You Should Know:

1. The PROPOSED new 4G/5G networks are not needed
2. The 4G/5G Cellular Base Stations with their microwave- and millimeter wave-emitting antennas will be right outside homes and will use new signaling characteristics in higher frequencies that increase biological risk
3. Real estate values will significantly decline near base stations and antennas
4. Local government rights are being given away in SB.649 and will be difficult to ever get back
5. Your homes will be more highly polluted with radiation, and with a new form of RF radiation, with residents having no say in the matter
6. While firefighter premises are exempt from antennas, the health of the rest of us, including animals and the ecosystem, is being sacrificed with SB.649
7. Over 200 CA cities and 34 counties oppose SB.649
8. Editorial Boards of large and small newspapers in California oppose the legislation
9. On behalf of its 3.3 million members in California, AARP opposes SB.649

Call Your State Legislators Today - Vote NO on SB.649!
CALIFORNIA ALLIANCE FOR SAFER TECHNOLOGY
Keep Cellular Antennas Away from Our Homes, Schools, Offices and Parks
EDITORIAL BOARDS OF CA NEWSPAPERS ARE OPPOSED TO THE SB.649 LEGISLATION BECAUSE IT IMPOSES LIMITATIONS ON LOCAL CONTROL OF THE SITING OF CELL ANTENNAS.

READ FULL EDITORIALS AND ARTICLES POSTED AT SAFEREMR.COM, THE WEBSITE OF JOEL MOSKOWITZ, PHD, DIRECTOR AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, CENTER FOR FAMILY AND COMMUNITY HEALTH, UC BERKELEY.

EAST BAY TIMES

“MOST UTILITY POLES WILL BECOME CELL TOWERS UNDER SENATE BILL 649. THE BILL STRIPS MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS OF DECISION-MAKING POWER. ... IF YOU DON’T WANT CELL TOWERS NEXT TO YOUR HOME AND OFFICE, TAKE ACTION BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE.”

SACRAMENTO BEE

“WE SIDE WITH LOCAL OFFICIALS: THEY SHOULD BE ABLE TO DETERMINE WHAT CORPORATIONS BUILD IN PUBLIC SPACES, NOT SACRAMENTO LEGISLATORS....”

LOS ANGELES TIMES

“CALIFORNIA’S LAWMAKERS OUGHT TO BE WARY...AND SHOW MORE INTEREST IN PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF COMMUNITIES TO GOVERN THE USE OF THEIR INFRASTRUCTURE, RATHER THAN LETTING TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANIES MAKE THOSE DECISIONS FOR THEM.”

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

“LOCAL GOVERNMENTS SHOULD DECIDE WHERE CELL PHONE EQUIPMENT GOES.”

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS

“The bill sets a terrible precedent of forcing communities to all but give away public property for private profit.”

CALIFORNIA ALLIANCE FOR SAFER TECHNOLOGY
https://www.facebook.com/CAAlliance4SaferTech/
Ellie Marks, Co-founder  elliekmarks@gmail.com  (925) 285-5437